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The purpose of this project is to explore the
relationship between an individual and their
natural, social, and built environments as
interpreted through faith.
This study uses a combination of methods,
including photovoice, surveys, interviews,
and thematic analysis.

Questions
What landscapes or landscape features do
people identify as sacred?
How do individuals dialogue with their
surroundings through faith?

Our Volunteers: Demographics
7 Christian Churches in Nacogdoches, Texas represented
36 volunteers completed training
25 volunteers completed the project
•64% female, 36% male
•Average age 47
•94% white, 6% African American
•64% married, 22% single, 14% widowed or divorced
•Average annual household income range $30,000-$60,000
•Well educated

Our Volunteers:
Religiosity and Spirituality
Volunteers identified themselves as
•Deeply religious
•Deeply spiritual
They believe that
•All life is inter-connected
•It is important to give back
•They feel God’s presence and love
•There is an order to the universe

The Meaning of the Sacred

“Something that
causes emotional
connection or
feeling.”
“The variety and antiquity of cultures. Buried mounds as a
reminder of the temporary nature of life and culture. We
are all profoundly alike and yet indirectly different both in
and throughout time.”

“…holy or has been touched
by a person of great holiness
and God is present within it.”

“As I was leaving the center I looked out over
the barren field and saw the crucifix in the
middle. I thought that this was like our lives
barren but given the hope salvation if we will
accept him . (Luke 13:6-9)”

“…pertains to
something bigger or
greater than us,
more significant than
the daily grind.”

“The depth of the water is unknown and what lies
beneath it is hidden. We like the duck merely glide upon
the surface of the known supported by a greater
mystery.”

“It is beyond description,
like a baby’s breath, it is a
feeling that is very
difficult to describe, and
whenever you do, it is no
longer sacred.”

“It was an amazing shot of the sun going
through the trees by the side of the road.
This view reminded me of the Divine’s
presence in nature.”

“A place or object
believed to hold spiritual
value to a person or
persons.”

“A favorite place to meditate, watch sunsets, share a refreshing
drink or snack with my wife and/or friends, sometimes with a
fire pit glowing in the foreground, giving warmth physically and
spiritually.”

“A place where a sense of
sacred breaks through-like
“thin places” of Celtic
spirituality.”

“On my walk to the prayer garden I found what I believe to be a Fairy
House. I believe in Fairies. I know that Forest Fairies are here to protect
the trees and growth. I can feel spirits in nature which is why forests
are a place of mystery and magic to sensitive individuals…”

The Photographs: Guiding Questions
As a person of faith,
what do you value in
your landscape and
why?

“I’ve wanted to see the church and community of Weeping Mary a
freed-slave community that has diminished to about 30 people. I
guess the name Weeping Mary is so evocative of the sorrows of
the people there. Some say it was named for Mary Magdalene,
but there are other local stories about the name. There is only the
church and a few homes, no stores, school or community
buildings. The sacred face of rural poverty of African Americans.”

What landscapes or
landscape features best
reflect your relationship
with God?
“I did not place these objects
there. I simply passed by and
wondered about the story
behind the pair of shoes and
broom with the missing
handle. It made me think of
being ‘swept away’ maybe
‘The Rapture.’”

To what landscapes or
landscape features do
you attach spiritual
significance and why?
“21 years ago, my girlfriend at
the time told me she was
pregnant. We walked down the
trail, this tree was huge and
undamaged then. We decided
to forgo our fears and chose to
get married and raise the child
together. This tree was our
witness to my proposal.”
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Figure 4: Private Landscapes and Landscape Features
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Categorization of Text Accompanying Photographs
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TRENDS

Only 12% of the photographs included churches and cemeteries.

“At rest with the Lord,
in the shadows of ancient oaks and a historical church.
The Peace of the Lord is prevalent here.”

Approximately 5% of the journal entries referenced scripture.

“The Creator – None but an awesome God could create this
wonderful world in which we live.
Gen. 19 And God said, “Let the water under the sky be gathered to one
place, and let dry ground appear.” And it was so.
God called the dry ground “land,” and the gathered waters he called
‘seas.’ And God saw that it was good.”

26% of landscapes and features
photographed were identified as sacred
based on their connection to , or
evocation of, a memory of a past activity
or event that may or may not have
occurred at the location photographed.
“My mother moved these
daylilies to each house we lived.
To me, they represent home.
How fitting that I carried on that
tradition and these yellow
daylilies are transplants from my
parents home in Tyler.”

Iconic landscapes emerged, identified by similar interpretations of
trees and gardens.

“My husband and I had never gardened until we retired to Nacogdoches
in 2004. Planting seed is the ultimate faith. Gardening is what I think of
as co-creating with God. I do some work and God makes the miracle of
food. To eat home grown vegetables is a joy and a blessing from above.”

Volunteers focused on small details and singular features rather than
viewing the landscape as whole.
“I have always loved the shaggy
bark of the white oak and this
tree in particular has been a
place I have gone to sit quietly
and watch the natural world
over the years. There is a bit of
a hill here (unusual for Texas)
and I can look at the land below
me. This year a great deal of
this tree died in the drought
and I fear that it won’t survive
the stress.”

Project Implications
“Spirituality is a religion of the
heart, not the head. It downplays
doctrine and dogma, and revels in
direct experience of the divine…
It is practical and personal.”
(Cimino and Lattin, 1992:62)

“This is the only location I know of
that one can sit down and watch the
sunrise over the horizon. It’s where I
used to go to find inner peace and
watch the world come to life at
dawn. It is at its truest beauty
during Spring and Summer.”

A more complete
understanding of how
people engage their
surroundings through
faith may be helpful in
the better design of
public parks and
spaces.

“Because I was driving downtown and was
struck by this beautiful open space that I has
never noticed. I have since learned that the
owner of this space allows people to use it for
free.”
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“Foggy day obscuring
the details of the view.
Luminous of the wood
is invisible. The sacred
can be experienced
but the details of
exactly what it is,
what’s there,
is obscured.
Our life’s ‘road’ leads
to unknown vistas and
no one knows
where it leads.”

